Subject: Work allocation among Under Secretaries in Inland Water Transport (IWT) Wing

Reference: Establishment Section Office Order No. 047/2013 dated 25 November 2013 and
Note No. A-23721/2454-Est dated 3 December 2013 regarding allocation of work at various levels
of the Ministry of Shipping.

The allocation of various works assigned to IWT will be handled by Sh. Santan Kumar, Under
Secretary, and Sh. Uttam Kumar Mishra, Under Secretary, as given below with immediate effect:

- **Sh. Santan Kumar, Under Secretary**
  - Development of National Waterway-3
  - Development of new NWs
  - Cargo movement on NWs
  - Inland Vessels Act, 1955, and declaration of NW limits
  - Administrative & Establishment matters of IWAI including Restructuring and
    Reservations
  - International cooperation on IWT, Shipping
  - Use of LNG and Methanol in IWT

- **Sh. Uttam Kumar Mishra, Under Secretary**
  - Scheme of IWT - North East
  - Public Grievances & representations
  - Annual Report of Ministry of Shipping-IWAI
  - RTI matters
  - Official Language
  - ICT, Zonal Councils
  - MoUs by IWAI
  - CIWTC - Court cases, Liquidation & other
    establishment matters of CIWTC
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Sr. Economic Adviser